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Who We Are?

● Wishup is India’s first platform for remote employees. Founded in July 2015, it is
the brainchild of two friends from IIT Madra, Neelesh Rangwani and Vivek
Gupta.

What We Do?

● Wishup supports small and medium enterprises, entrepreneurs, and
professionals
by providing skilled virtual assistants who provide assistance on administrative
tasks, research, project management, sales, and marketing, etc.

How is it done?

● Being Proactive
● Regular and constant updates
● Daily Status Reports through the in-house App
● Documenting Minutes of the Meetings
● Partnering with the client not just as an assistant by a remote employee

Who is a Virtual Assistant?

A Virtual Assistant is a shared resource and can either be assigned one or more
clients and multiple tasks based on the bandwidth that is selected. Virtual
assistants support clients with tasks such as research, sales, and marketing,
marketing communications, data management, and other such activities and areas
that the client might require assistance with.

What is the role of a Virtual Assistant?

● A Virtual Assistant may be assigned one or more clients based on their
availability, bandwidth, and client’s requirement

● A Virtual Assistant could be assigned a single job for the entire bandwidth or
multiple jobs with multiple clients

● The bandwidth can range from
o 8Hrs – one client – Full Day
o 6Hrs – One + One Client – Economy
o 4Hrs –One + One Client – Half Day



● Tasks may vary from Recurrent, One-time, to Urgent
○ Recurrent tasks are scheduled repetitive tasks such as

emailers, social media posts, website updates, etc.

○ One-time tasks are unscheduled tasks that may be a one-off
A case such as rescheduling of flights, a social media post of an
announcement, etc.

○ Urgent tasks are tasks that are required to be completed within
a stipulated time and on high priority. If multiple urgent tasks
are assigned by more than one client the task received first
should be prioritized and the other client should be notified of
the same.

Prioritizing Tasks

● It is the VA’s responsibility to check with the client which tasks are urgent
and to be prioritized and which ones are not a priority.
● While working with multiple clients the VA should ensure that neither of the
client’s tasks is being neglected or prioritized over the other without
checking with the client first.
● In case of multiple clients and urgent tasks, both clients should be consulted
and informed about prioritizing one task over the other

Sharing Regular Updates

● Time Management is crucial, followed by regular updates
o Realistic deadlines and timelines should be given to the client

when taking on an assignment, explaining clearly (if necessary) the
steps required to complete the task

o Assignments should be completed on time whilst maintaining the
quality

o Regular updates to be provided to both client and shift manager

Client Relationship and Retention

● Building rapport with the client and maintaining a cordial relationship is key
● When a client and tasks are assigned a call should be set up with the client to
get a clear understanding of the task and the timelines.
● Ask questions and gain complete clarity to avoid approaching the client
repeatedly for clarification of doubts
● The client should be given clear and realistic expectations on timelines and



working hours. if the client repeatedly makes requests to work after the
fixed hours or weekends politely and clearly set expectations right about the
working hours and if they are persistent notify the shift manager or the
operations team


